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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Kaylen Dwyer
The space between invites us to the threshold of what we are and what we are not. It is a
border country of what is, what was, and what might be. This is where both the familiar
and unknown come together, where we cross the boundary of ourselves, and where
transformation is possible. This is where art is made.
The pieces selected for this issue meet us in the act of beholding. In looking we are
seen. In seeking to understand, we find ourselves understood. I would like to extend
my thanks to the students whose vulnerability and profound reflections on human
experience have closed the distance between and taken us beyond ourselves.
I was blessed with an editorial staff fiercely dedicated to finding honest art—the kind
that sees into us. They took the time to appreciate and consider each work that passed
through their hands with a reverence for all the voices of our creative community. It
was a joy to work with a group of people so thoughtful, passionate, and frequently silly.
I especially want to thank our designer, Megan Herrema, whose dedication, creativity,
and attention to detail has served the work well. Her support and friendship have been
essential to me through the process of creating this journal.
Being editor of Parnassus is perhaps one of the most rewarding experiences one can
have at Taylor, mostly because of the privilege of working with Dr. Housholder. Thank
you for your lessons in life and leadership, as well as art and story.
Lastly, dear reader, thank you for taking the time to engage with our art—look and be
seen, to know and be known, and perhaps, to be transformed.
—Kaylen Dwyer
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FAMILY
Michael Snyder

BIG SUR BIRDS
Andrew Paul Davis

FATHER
Molly McNamara: 2nd Place Poetry

his lips touch my ear
as his confession
commands compassion
he weeps like
a child and suddenly
there we are
two children
forsaken
by their fathers
seemingly still
in the dark but
disturbed hearts
he cries to the
snow covered field
shaded with darkness
absent of life
the windshield
wipes away flakes
methodically as I
imagine wiping
his wet cheeks
I reach my hand out
to touch his prayer
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F a t h e r | Molly M c N a m a r a

I want the whispers
barely leaving his lips
trapped in tonight
softened still by tears
his arms wrap around me
his face hides in my neck
tears soaking my shoulder
heavier than I knew
soon I weep with him
he presses a pen
into my palm
give me a tattoo
he says, so I write
Son
upon his arm
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NEVER THE SAME
Kaitlyn Gillenwater: 3rd Place Visual Art

ONWARDS
Abigail Roberts

TO THE WOMAN ON A HILLSIDE IN THE PARK
Megan Herrema

I noticed first the dignity of your skirt,
grey pleats folding, flowing to the stair you descended.
The green hill behind you framed your vibrant serenity,
the stairs aesthetically aligned to draw the eye
toward you and the graceful draping of your blouse.
I longed to snatch your image and stash it
behind the glass of my clicking camera lens,
trapping the moment and your form into an immutable photograph.
But you are more than your image.
You have a name
and a story.
Not all dimensions can reside within a frame.
So I left my camera at my side,
observed you only through my flawed
but human, living eye.
And though we could not hear,
our hearts beat out our common rhythm and
our lungs drew in the common air.
For a moment we both were,
and were both more than our appearance.
We resided in both time and space,
and these limits that make us human
were not confined by a machine.
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T o t h e W o m a n o n a Hillside in t h e Park | Megan H e r r e m a

I'm not sure I will remember your exact appearance,
for your blouse now seems to find its grace
from the strong shoulders which upheld it,
and that which gives your skirt its regal flow
is the strength within your core.
And yet this memory
seems more true to illustrate
our kinship and humanity
than any image I could take.
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DISPOSITION
Jake Vriezelaar
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SELF-DESTRUCTION IN THE CHURCH
Sarah Davis : 2nd Place Prose

I hide with my friend Leah in the church balcony and listen in on the meeting
uninvited. Her livid father and shrill mother, usually so calm and kind, stand in rank
beside her big brother who thinks he's a man but doesn't know when or where to speak
what. They are surrounded by the faces of the congregation, some equally angry, some
pained, others set in impassive silence, but all facing our pastor who stands small
under the cross. Leah's brother keeps saying things that sound godly and defending
what doesn't need his help, while her parents rail against our pastor, hurling abuse and
accusations to his face, denouncing his integrity. "He's lying, he's lying," Leah hisses her
own accusation through her teeth in hurt and anger. And I listen, torn, insides twisting
and squeezing out tears, not knowing who is right and wishing I wasn't there hearing
this.
It still haunts me.
I watch people stand in God's holy house and hate their brother. And I don't
know who is right. Maybe he was lying. But it almost doesn't matter, because this yelling,
this rabid, snarling slander sounds so profane as it echoes in the white sanctuary under
the cross. I am caught between anger of my own and gut-wrenching pain. This sick,
twisted bride of Christ is my family, but I hate their bitterness, their spitting anger. I hate
how we have wounded ourselves and ravaged our own Body.
It has been a year, and I still cry, missing my family.
Today, I worship in a bigger building. More people, good pastor. "We won't have
to be so involved, at least not at first," my parents say. So I stand and sing songs I don't
know surrounded by faces that don't know mine. These people are not my family, I
think, and I can't focus on the service.
Yet I cannot go back.
My parents say the situation was not healthy, and I know they are right. They
have bravely faced trouble before, shouldered so much of our church's stress and
struggle, and soldiered on. But now they are tired. "There's a weariness in my soul that

Self-destruction in the Church | Sarah Davis

wasn't there before," my mother tells me. And I cry even writing that down. I know
where we aren't supposed to be, but that doesn't make starting over any easier.
I'm spiritually homeless, an arm or a leg hacked away from its body and expected
to seamlessly attach to some other frame. Some Sundays as I sit in church, my unbelonging hits me, and I can't stop the tears from streaming out of my eyes and puddling
in the corners of my mouth. My chest heaves a silent sob, and I want to go home, but
I know I can't. I no longer have one. Other Sundays, weariness sets in and the health
and joy and vibrancy of the surrounding faces mock me. I no longer have the strength
to be angry or in pain or even sad. I'm just tired, tired of not belonging, weak and
malnourished from a lack of real fellowship with my brothers and sisters.
I miss standing and singing, being able to pick out the individual voices of those
behind me. I miss Leah and her family always filing into the second row late and starting
the clapping on the right beat. I miss hugging people instead of shaking hands when told
to greet one another. I miss staying too long after Sunday school and laughing with my
friends, holding coffee in Styrofoam cups and munching apple cider donuts. I miss this
comfort, this welcome and belonging, this home.
But even if I went back, I know I would not find the home I left. Every note I
sung, every word from the pulpit would echo with the harsh, ravenous words from that
meeting, embedded like shrapnel in my memory. "We need to stop the bloodshed!" I
remember hearing Mrs. Schnake's voice crack with pain that day, breaking her further.
"We are wounding ourselves." And she was right. My church family, my Body selfdestructed, hell-bent on being right, like some radical willing to die for his own cause
and take others with him. I know they must put their pieces back together, but I cannot
be there to help them do it. I must try to heal on my own, try to imagine—if I can—a
body that is whole, beautiful, full of love. Some days, all I can picture is the people I love
turned against each other, the snarls calling for blood underneath the big wooden cross.
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Self-destruction in t h e C h u r c h I S a r a h Davis

But other times I catch a glimpse again of what it means for the body of Christ
to live in unity and peace. I hear it when my mom sings loud harmony beside me and
my sister smiles and joins in. I see it as my dad adds even more underlining and ink
scribbles to his worn Bible. I feel it when my brother leans his head on my shoulder as
we listen to the sermon. Someday, I trust that I will see it again in a hug from someone
sitting behind me, in the clapping and hallelujahs of worship, in a warm conversation
over Styrofoam cup coffee and a cheap, crumbly cookie. I trust that if I am a limb,
severed by savage, unholy civil war, I will one day be knit back onto a new body. Because
He is not only the Bridegroom, but He is the Healer. I offer up my mangled parts, the
parts of my past and the parts I am left with, and I ask for wholeness for myself and my
family. And I bow my head and wait, hoping, trusting that in time, healing will come.
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CATHARSIS
Tim Hudson
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INTERROGATING COLOSSIANS 1
Caleb Hoelscher: ist Place Poetry

"He is before all things, and in Him all things hold together."
This scripture likes to be left in context
cozy in its leather-bound bed, forever
safe from the menacing jowls of doubt.
But now, as I pace these sock-strewn floors,
my keys lost in God knows what city or dimension
or pocket of a hoody I haven't worn in months,
I find myself coaxing it free
from the warm huddle of its brothers
and jeering it into the spotlight
for questioning:
What about untied shoelaces? I ask.
Or unraveling sweaters? What about fender benders,
peeling paint or CDs scratched in all my favorite places?
And who is this put together ma n in the sky anyhow?
Who pr obably has a flawless white blazer for ever yday
of his timeless week
and a filing system for all my schi zophr
enic
prayers.

Interrogating Colossians 1:17 | Caleb Hoelscher

If
you see him, tell him I have a few questi ons for him
about this verse, I
say,
as my roommate waltzes in
my keys in hand, jingling and glinting
in the light of a faithful sun.
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THE POET
Sarah Davis

This little slip of a woman stands and speaks with her
Little slip of a voice,
Holy things leaking out.
We lean in and strain to hear,
Trying to hold her heart in our hands.
But we can't.
A jarring sound—
Laughter in the hallway—
Drowns her in
Senseless joy, jocular sacrilege.
She fights to keep from fading, flickering like a static hologram.
She raises her voice above the noise—
But it cracks.
We fight to hear, fight to keep holy, hulk-like anger contained.
Just let her speak.
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WEATHERED
Jackson Wilcox

PENELOPE
Kendra Smalley: 3rd Place Poetry

I stand on the shore after a
Storm has torn across
Thrashing waves
And set plains of beige grass
Waving in a wicked wind.
Slate grey seas shove
White teeth upon sand,
Sand that casts them
Back in defiance.
Yet each slide of the sea
Back into itself takes
A little more of the
Shore with it—
Earth slips away and can do
Nothing to prevent the
Downfall of itself.
It remains in its place,
Yet forces beyond its control
Mock it, beat it,
Shred and scatter it.
No wonder earth weeps
Tears of soil and dust.
No wonder earth rumbles and
Groans under the
Weight it is destined to bear,
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P e n e l o p e | Kendra Smalley

Of creation relying on it, and of
Its inability to
Protect life from the
Wicked rage of storm, the
Beating pulse of sea.
I watch water eat sand,
Consume it one grain at
A time,
Mere dust in an hourglass
Tipped the wrong way.
Earth and I—
We can only wait and
Hope and wish we could act
To halt the deterioration,
Save the wounded,
Lead our loved ones home.
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CHROMES
Rachael Fuller

MEAT
Benjamin Krapohl

when eternal exits ephemera
the books are opened and all the
barons' backs get broken
some seem certain that our
spirits will slip silken from our skulls and
we'll get out
and just be done with it all—
with that awkward artifact of
bones and burning sugar
and that horrid awareness of your own body you felt in 7th grade
how your thighs kept folding over the edge of the chair
and you didn't want to be looked at
—but we won't.
and he will look at us all
in the flesh
there is nothing he won't do
at the end
pulling together ashes and grease
diving into black oil oceans and dusting mustard gas
out of lungs and rewinding viscera into careful coils
gathering your dead rungs and blushing blood
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Meat | Benjamin Krapohl

he makes you stand on the jade glass sea
with your two
slightly mismatched feet
because somehow sucrose and
growling gristle speak grandeur
beauty and grace and meat all matter
so the mad maker dusts us off and glows
and every good child dutifully knows
the mitochondria is the powerhouse of the sky
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SER VIVO
Alison Broersma: Honorable Mention Visual Art

YOUTH
Rinnah Shaw

here
the bounce-off chatter-snap of
children (not children)
adults (not adults)
chrysalisescocoonscacophonyspeak of everything and nothing:
the universe; radios; hair ties;
clothes bought "who-knows-when-but-i-like-them";
cracked shoe soles; spring flowers; timesprint towards what is unknown
open eyes wide and stumble-scuff, "wait, look"
scratch stubble on your cheeks, turning,
pause
(we cannot stay there//unable to stay away)
here
the realization that the earth does not wait for you
stand upon dirt,
grasp memories while they are soft and warm
brush time through your hair
here
loss & growth & phoenix birds
altogether.
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SUMMER
Conner Flowe

The leaves upon palsied trees
Wade and undulate in sunbeams.
I want to baptize them in my
Mind's eye — to convert them
To Memory.
But each leaf floats,
At once in light
And in shadows
Of leaves above.
Rays staked to forest floor reveal
Representative samples —
Bright oblique dissections captured
In focus. I study them;
All leading heavenward.
They are content
To cast a lighter
Lens on the green
They shade anew.
Trees bend to touch new light,
As do I, but rock back without
The taking.
What is held is oxidized
And used to reach uncertain heights.
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Summer | Conner Flowe

They grow on.
Branches wind and
Bisect, but I
Cannot follow.
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UPLIFT
Kelley Hershberger

1,460
Mary Anleitner: Honorable Mention Prose

It's the summer before my senior year of high school. We are at Parker Mill, ten
minutes down a shaded Geddes Road from my childhood home. The park is beautiful
today. Sunlight trickles in from behind the trees, brightening the leafy trails. The long
walk from the parking lot into the forest of green is inviting and a little dangerous—it's
so steep, we can either alter back into slow slants or let the inertia take us and run with
our heads in front of our bodies.
We run through the park and across the rocks on the river, hand in hand.
Our ideas about the world are half-formed—we have no suspicion on what the
future might hold for us, but we think we know. Parker Mill is our place of innocence.
We rest in the presence of trees generations older than us.
At this point I have not expressed to him my lack of adventure, the strange depth
of fear and anxiety in me. But he knows. He knows not only that I am scared but that I
am driven by fear.
I can't place a finger on the exact moment I let fear rule my decision-making
process. But I can place a finger on my pulse anytime I'm asked to do something that
scares me. Most of the things we do in the park are fun and easy—walking and talking,
laughing and skipping rocks, stopping to kiss as the sun beats down on our skin.
These are good moments, and I want to remember them.
Let's say I live to 100 years old exactly. This means I will have lived 36,500 days.
That's a pretty huge number. I wouldn't possibly remember every day I lived, let alone
the hours, minutes, and small moments within those days. But when I'm lying there, on
my death bed at 100,1 wonder which moments I'll want to remember.
This day, he asks me to try something new: to climb a tree.
Come on up, he says.
I'd rather not, I say back.
And it goes like this for a while. Every time I say no, he takes another step
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1,460 | Mary Anleitner

up, grabs another branch, lodges his foot in a little deeper. He's already so far up. The
tree slants a little now—it looks like it has been dying for quite some time. Branches,
broken and scabbed; bark, drooping and graying. Even its rotting roots have started to
break through the soft ground. It appears to be easier than most to climb because of its
downfall. I still don't want to do it. Plus, he's already high up there. It took him no time
at all—he climbs with ease, like he does many things he puts his mind to. If I were to try,
on the other hand, I would have to stumble slowly up the tree.
Mary, come up, he says again.
I really don't want to, I say back.
You don't have to be afraid, he says.
I'm not. I just don't want to, I say.
He sees through my words. He always has, even very early on. Something so
simple, something like climbing a tree in the park: it terrifies me. So, with a deep sigh
and kindness in his eyes, he climbs down.
And he takes my hand.
I won't let go, he says.
I still don't want to.
Trust me, he says.
Breath held, I squeeze his hand. Though I shake through those first few steps,
I hold on to him as my feet find spots to place themselves. I hate him so much for his
persistence, and I love him for it. Even then, I knew I loved him, even as he forced me to
face my fears—because he forced me to face my fears.
Occasionally, I stop, my arms vibrating from nerves. He assures me with a
smile—the kind that doesn't need words. He pulls me a little harder, clenches my hand a
little tighter, reassures me a little more often the higher we go. It's not as though I think
he'd let me fall; it's more a fear that he doesn't have as much control over my fate as he
thinks he does.
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1,460 | Mary Anleitner

Nevertheless, I climb.
We make it to the top of the tree. We hold onto each other and look out over
the land. A little height gives such a new perspective. We can't see over the tops of the
neighboring trees, but we can meet their faces better. Each tree is so thin that we can see
the ones behind it. They scatter across the land like the freckles he gets on his shoulders
in summer. I hear his deep, heavy breaths, signaling that pulling me up is much harder
than climbing up by himself.
This moment—despite the work, despite the stress and my initial
unwillingness—it feels holy.
Then he asks, Ready to go back down?
I smile and nod.
When we reach the ground, we go back to the easy stuff.
I am not really sure why I was so afraid to climb that tree. Looking back now, it
seems silly. Maybe I was afraid I would fall so hard that I wouldn't live to 100, wouldn't
get the rest of my 30,295 days with him.
It doesn't matter now, though, because I didn't get those days with him anyway.
In truth, I had 1,460 days with him—and only 63 days with a ring on my finger.
What once was so good turned rotten; the eternity I thought I wanted became
finite. I was afraid of losing him like I was afraid of climbing the tree.
I experienced both. And I'm still here and, I think, better for it.
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SLIP
Natalie Nohr

RECENTER
Rinnah Shaw

the world tends to be a tad overwhelming at times, so
when the sky feels too boundless and immeasurable and
your breath catches in your throat at the sheer size of it all,
look down, see how the clovers and dandelions push up
through the cracks in the concrete, drinking in the sun? or
how the carpenter ants glimmer like drops of mercury,
quick in the sand? look, even the broken glass and bottle
caps draw flecks of crimson and cobalt and gold to your
eyes, the world may be vast and towering but it is grown
from small things, like you and unlike you, and they are
beautiful.
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ALIEN
Michael Snyder
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THE LIGHT WE SEE
Kendra Smalley

186 thousand miles per second,
the light we see:
a constant barrage of bright and warm
watered down by an eternally empty abyss,
stripped of all but a glimmering shell.
the light we see, squinting, cast from distant stars,
shards of crystal glistening in an inky pond:
hundreds, thousands of years ancient.
how far the light has traveled,
cast out by burning arms,
struggling through solitude and isolation,
making its way billions of miles
to set its feeble glow in our smoggy skies:
purity among desolation and the struggle for breath—
the struggle for death.
how far the light has traveled,
a white so pure it shines.
that is light,
and Light toils far,
from beyond the desolation of space.
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The Light We See | Kendra Smalley

and the heavens declare the glory,
and the heavens reflect a greater Glory
which the world saw and lost, yet still sees.
Light humbles itself to ease our
straining and blood-shot eyes,
our cold and concrete hearts.
Light whispers across eons of
emptiness and brokenness
to soothe the ears
of those who hear and those who listen,
and those whose heads are ever craned to heaven.
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UNDERWATER
Jackson Wilcox
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MOSS
Sarah Davis

She sounds soft.
Jewel green, she pads along the forest floor,
Slow, velvety footfalls barely betraying her.
She moves modestly.
She hides in the shadows, a wallflower, and
Murmurs apologies as she squeezes through crowds of stones,
Crawls over crossed tree roots.
She smiles shyly.
She spies the hollow between the boulders and
Settles herself there, bestowing green beauty,
Breathing quiet life.
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ODE TO BLISS
Jaci Gorrell

Your reign has come to pass.
I have found you in my coffee, hidden among the white cream tendrils—
In the sunshine painting my cheeks a rosy red.
You dance in every summer breeze—
In the glittering swell of the sea.
You sparkle in the wrinkles round my eyes—the ghost of every laugh set free.
I have found you in myself, hidden among scars that persist like polaroids of the past.
The ashes of the life once known fall to my feet like dead snow.
You've ravished me.
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LATE NIGHT BIRDSONG
Rinnah Shaw

i. did you know flowers close at night?
the sun compresses and folds
(curl tight and sleep well)
dipped beneath horizon, it hums
(petals draw warm and soft)
the flowers to rest and coil
(the star ballad is calling youdance while no one is looking)

ii. birds like to nest in her hair
languages of day and dusk awaken
(soft first, then blaze-bright)
within her with warbled song
(coax terra to sleep and wake)
celebration and flash of pigmented feather
(she sings to life the
birth and holocausts of the day)

iii. it is night and there is music
they feel the velvet smooth of silence
(as i do, as the earth does)
they taste the quiet
when the night dies and wakes
and feel the urge to
sing.
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TAKE LEAVE
Kelley Hershberger: ist Place Visual Art

NEW MEXICO CAMPGROUND
Andrew Paul Davis

Our country is soil
under roads
She is frugal fathers
and caring mothers
National parks that
ripple oxygen at dusk
She is pissed off parents
Proud Millennial and
suspicious Boomers
America is her paintings
that will never sell
America is England and Africa
She is her starving dogs
and suicidal middle schoolers
She is pine needles
millimeters away from my nostrils
America is a store
your parents brought you to

New Mexico C a m p g r o u n d | A n d r e w Paul Davis

She is always a couple
more dollars than you thought
A flame of neon
dripping one last drop
And a setting sun
that never dusks
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A MORNING SHOWER
Caleb Hoelscher

It's a twilight zone,
an undefined space
between the living and the dead,
a way to rise from the bowels of rest and yet keep dreaming.
The steam tucks you into its warm blanket of catatonia.
Eyelids droop, muscles lax, mind stills
or buzzes, bumbling into a most rare vision.
A convection current blows a humid breeze through a curtain
that may one day or hour reveal
a clean, clothed, confident character
but for now hides him away in limbo,
a windowless waterbed where he sleeps
standing up.
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STRUCTURES
Jake Vriezelaar

TRUMP TOWER NYC
Jake Vriezelaar

MOUNTAINS
Tim Hudson

A BRIEF REFLECTION ON
GUILT-FREE FOOD
Caleb Hoelscher

"SkinnyPop popcorn is
non-GMO, gluten-free, vegan
and guilt-free."
I perch on metal stool
Stowing packing peanuts
In my cheeks like a frowning
Chipmunk
These lifeless white husks
The solemn sister
Of movie night s golden
Temptress
Just wondering why
It's the guilt that makes
The world taste good.
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STOP MOTION
Conner Flowe

The rain has moved in from the West.
It taps a steady rhythm in
The pictureless dark.
Drops fall on the railing and burst
With energy, while I repose;
Unmoving.
The spectacle of lights begins,
As tree tops appear and disappear;
A presage of applause.
My mind enlightens what's between
With images bold and burlesque:
Pines ripe for solitary cabins,
Adventurous vines for the poet's pen,
Rivulets for ready sailors,
Desirous deer for drown rifles,
Small fires for farmhands,
And Walt running naked anew.
I sit and watch while pictures pass;
I watch the homeless man eat his fill,
I watch the carpenter measure
And re-measure,
I watch the woman feed her child,

Stop Motion | Conner Flowe

I watch the pastor lost in study,
I watch my father fix the stove.
But I, I remain still,
As time ticks and drops push
My thoughts, like migrating light
On wind sailed ponds.
No need to place one
Or two feet on the ground.
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DISORIENT
Rinnah Shaw

MERAKI
Kelley Hershberger

BUTTON
Gwen Agness

Susan wetted the end of the thread with her tongue and slid it through the eye of
the needle. She picked up the button she carefully chose from the jar and began sewing
it onto her husbands shirt. The original popped off at work, he said. He had been trying
to scare a wasp off his chest and pulled too hard at the fabric.
"Why did you have a wasp on your shirt in the first place?" Shed asked, eyebrows
raised in surprise. His work kept him at a desk all day, not outside with wasps.
"It landed on me when I was walking back to the office from my car."
She told him she was glad he hadn't been stung and took the shirt. So now she
played the role of the good wife and was sewing on a replacement.
Susan glanced at the Ball jar she took the button from. Buttons of every size and
shape nearly filled it to the brim. It'd taken her about thirty minutes just to find a match
ing one for her husband. She couldn't even remember where most of those buttons came
from.
She received the jar from her mother shortly after her wedding, the very same
jar her mother kept all through Susan's childhood. "A good wife always has buttons for
every occasion!" Her mother said, among other things. Though for the life of her Susan
didn't know when or why she would need all those damn buttons.
Where did they even come from? For a moment she imagined a factory of folks
trying to fill up jars as a giant hopper poured out buttons. She giggled but regained her
composure before she accidentally pricked herself. She finished her sewing and tied a
knot in the thread before bringing the shirt close to inspect her work.
She could smell a hint of perfume on his collar, near where the new button lay.
Her eyes narrowed. It certainly hadn't come from any of her perfume bottles.
Perhaps the jar was a collection of torn-off buttons from spurned lovers and vin
dictive, cheated wives.
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BURNED
Hillary Foreman

PASSING BY
Tim Hudson

WALTZ IN E MINOR
Maddy Lewis

My mother used to tell me that people were much braver when the sun was out.
People who were still brave at night, she said, were the truly brave ones. I assumed that
this was just a hoax to make me stay in my own bed when the fear of being alone among
the shadows felt like too much.
"You want to be brave, don't you?" She'd say, tucking me in, "You're my brave
girl."
And now, staring up into a face I almost know, I remember the way that shadows
had danced around my childhood bed and how I'd pressed my eyes closed. Now I am
certain that whatever virtue I had been exhibiting in pressing my stuffed bear to my
face—it couldn't be bravery. Stupidity, maybe, or naivete. In truth, what I now know is
that all along it was a childish belief that closing my eyes meant that I wouldn't have to
face the danger surrounding me.
The memory, however, is not enough to keep my eyes open as a hand grazes my
arm, scalding hot. I feel it sear my skin and I fight the urge to pull away. Instead, I clench
my fist around the cool handle pressed into my palm.
I know this dance. It's a rhythm I've known for years. The gentle pressure of
his hand on my shoulders slipping quickly into something darker. I feel each shifting
emotion like a shift in the music, a swelling and a key change as he pulls the fabric away
from my rigid body. The music is building, reaching a peak to the tune of his sweet
cigarette breath.
My cue is approaching. I feel it, as impending as a storm in the air. My body is
taut, preparing, but he does not notice, and for that I am grateful.
Then, it happens. His hands move to my sweater, pushing it away with the
persistence of a bass drum, and the handle is steady in my hand. I do not pause. I do
what I've been preparing to do. He grunts, caught by surprise, as though he's never heard
this song before. I pull my hand away, watching the gushing of crimson that follows.
I know that I should not, but I sink the knife into him again. The beat is
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intoxicating and I cannot stop. I am not shaking, I am not crying, the music is insistent
and violent and I am improvising now, stabbing in a sporadic rhythm. Over and over,
feeling his flesh give beneath my hand, letting his life stain my hands crimson.
When finally the music resolves I am sitting on his stomach, gazing at a face I
almost know. His eyes are open, shocked, his lips parted. It is a shame, I want to say, he
was young and handsome. But the song is over, and in the ringing silence that follows I
can't help feeling relieved that this particular movement has passed.
I drop the knife, watching flecks of blood splatter away from it. There isn't much
to be done for it now.
My legs feel oddly weak as I stand, and I feel off balance in the silence that
surrounds me. I walk on wobbling legs to the bathroom, ears ringing, head spinning in
the aftermath of what I've just done. The light is not on, but I don't reach for the switch.
Instead, I feel my way to the shower. Water thunders from it, scalding hot and
rhythmic, and I step under it. The heavy feeling on my chest, left by the absence of the
familiar melody of his presence, seems to be swept down the drain, and I feel the blood
slipping down the drain with it. My hands are steady as I peel the wet clothes from my
skin, letting them drop at my feet. Free from their weight, I am buoyant.
I step from the shower and turn on the lights. I have no bravery left to prove. The
mirror is misty, but I see myself. The edges are blurred, my features distorted, and in that
moment I am beautiful. I can feel the pleasure of this seep across my skin like the blood
seeps across the floor outside of the bathroom door.
I must walk through it to get to the bedroom, but my steps are steady, my heart
throbbing its syncopated rhythm against my ribs. The carpet is warm, and the soaked
fibers squelch between my toes. I wish the sensation was not so satisfying.
My clothes are hung alongside his, tangled together, mixed until one never gets
to end, though the other begins. I cannot find my own clothes, and I cannot stand the
thought of touching his to find something of mine that may not remain. Instead, I pluck
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a robe from the bed, wrapping my blurry, distorted body in its soft white material. My
hands are steady as I tie a bow in the belt and turn to leave.
His body is so still, his face a mask of shock, and the water still thunders in the
shower. I should clean up here, but I step over his body and walk on weak legs to the
door. The handle is easy to turn, though it doesn't feel as though it should be. In the face
of the new rhythmic music in the house nothing feels like it should be easy.
Outside, nobody is waiting, and I know that I am free to go. I no longer have
any obligation to anything inside, I no longer have to be a well behaved harmony for an
overpowering melody. I can do anything in this moment, I can scream or run. I can go
anywhere.
First, I settle for taking a step. My foot sinks into fresh snow, and I feel a shiver
move up my leg, further blurring its outlines. Another step and I'm free of the doorway,
free of the spreading pool of blood and the thundering shower. I'm free of the man who
held me here, who is now lying in a pool of his own blood, his body seeming to ring
with his abrupt silence. My blurred legs tremble and I manage two more steps in no
direction in particular.
A car roars past, jarring and out of tune, and I stumble back, throwing up a
protective arm. But when I look up again I realize that there is nothing to protect from.
The paleness of my skin shocks me. It is papery and webbed with blue veins and bruises.
And perhaps most jarring of all, it is clearly defined, its edges sharp against the backdrop
of the midnight traffic. My entire body is shaking now, jolted by this realization, and
scalding tears press against my cheeks like lead droplets.
My body suddenly seems to weigh too much and I stagger, turning back to the
open door. Bloody footprints paint the snow and through the door I can see the scarlet
score spreading across the carpet. I can't go back, I don't know this song anymore. I can
go anywhere, do anything. I am free, but I don't feel free.
"You're my brave girl." My mom would say, tucking me in.
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But, here in the dark I am not brave. As long as I keep closing my eyes to the
world I can never be brave. I don't know the right notes for brave, I don't know the steps.
So if I can't be brave, I will do the next best thing.
My eyes slide closed, and I am a coward. On weak, sharp, clear legs, I take one
step backward, and then another, letting the sound of traffic guide me to the next best
thing.

ILLUMINATION OF THE VOID
Alison Broersma

EVENING TRUDGE HOME
Kendra Smalley

Navy inks the curving sky,
Soft pink and orange hues spill
From beyond black and desolate trees.
Cold seeps through seams of a coat
meant to ward away the winter.
I crane my head up.
Sharp white swipe cradled by the sky,
Moon a sliver of silver light,
Purity etched in dark,
Curved to catch
The bright ball of a
Glimmering planet.
It shines, and the moon shines,
Even though the sun's persistent beams
Still linger on the edge of the day's page.
Moon and unknown planet are
Beauty rejecting apathy,
Audacity dismissing twilight;
They claim the liminal space of dusk
As a place to dwell,
to thrive.
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Evening Trudge

I am cold as I trudge home.
I am cold, but there is something
dead yet shining,
At once defying the vault of night
and reveling in the darkness,
And it reminds me that I, too,
Pulse with life.

Kendra Smalley

UNLABELED
Clarisa Paschall: 2nd Place Visual Art

THE GLASS GIRL
Molly McNamara

yelling boomed
it shook structure
shattered safety
jittered bones
awakening a fear
bigger than body
faces of security
morphed and formed
monsters who
spewed venomous lies
to the little mind
that believed them
so easily molded
be careful
I want to say to
the mother, the father
the people who hold
the power
look in the mirror
messy hair
red nose, runny
and eyes, brimming with
tears and red
lined in fear
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the little face
the mind molded
stared at those eyes
filled with tears and
brand new lies
whispers,
You're done crying now
to the glass version
of herself, the one that
wasn't broken
give that 2D girl
a pep talk
and tell those eyes
not to be afraid
go back to the 3D world
remembering
the glass girl
she wasn't broken,
she was brave.
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LIKE A SUN IN A CITY OF SMOG
Nysha Chen

OPEN SPACE
Abigail Roberts

REHEARSAL
Connor Flowe

The day before the wedding
We gathered together as one.
I can't remember how I arrived.
Both family and friends seated,
Separated by table;
Some turn to talk between the gaps.
The room is too small to fit
The timeline to which table dots
Belong. They are clustered, concave.
The conversation dims
In waiting. Time arrived,
Heads turn synchronized slow
To witness what's to come.
Hands move to light small candle wicks
And Shadows leap from corners dark.
I thought to see mirrors of me
In stories they tell, but diverse
In form and figure, those Shadows
Dance.
Untimely laughter erupts and
New wine bursts old skins.
Atop tables performance is held,
Until those shadows leap down

Rehearsal | Connor Flowe

Onto thrones of twelve.
Alone I sit to search for defense;
For standard string, but pompous jeers
Burst my ears, while points of finger
Blot my eyes, to leave nothing but
The smell of candle smoke.
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SLIP
Natalie Nohr
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THOUGHTS ON COMMUNION
Megan Herrema: Honorable Mention Poetry

red liquid shimmers
pulsing rings in plastic cup
which wobbles in my hand
I want to pour it over my head
like anointing oil and
let it coat my body:
run down shoulders
drip off elbows
cling to curve in small of back
flow down my seam of spine
and maybe, like Elisha
and the widow with her jars
the stream would keep on rushing,
filling me—this empty vessel—
and I'd see mercy overflow
instead,
I sip a half-ounce of remembrance
down my one shot glass of grace
god, I wish this swallow satisfied
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REBIRTH
Johnny Moscati II
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GOD HAD A TEA PARTY
Hillary Foreman

I'd been running—
5 miles down
scarred and cratered
backroads—to Gods tea party
when the asphalt suddenly ascended.
I worked twice as hard,
kept the same pace.
My muscles ached for mercy,
and my heart knocked,
knocked against my ribcage,
and I struggled up,
up the steep incline,
the only way
to God's house.
Halfway there,
I stumbled
upon a cautionary sign,
yellow, triangular,
upside-down:

God had a Tea Party | Hillary Foreman

CHURCH
35 MPH
I'd been running
5 miles per hour,
7 times too slow,
so I turned from high
expectations;
I ran back.
I knocked elsewhere, and
one white door
opened unto me, and
one man, like an angel,
opened his bed too, and
one another
we worshipped
evening and morning—
the first Sunday
Dainty Deity sipped
a chipped cup of tea
alone
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RELATIVITY
Megan Herrema

THE DANGERS OF SKIPPING
CHILDREN'S CHURCH
Caleb Hoelscher

Nestled in my mother s side,
my pastor s voice awakened me
from slumber and
into the wood paneled box
of the main sanctuary.
My feet felt through the musty carpet
to concealed concrete
as the chilly air made his sermon
sear my conscience all the more:
"And even as they did not like
to retain God in their knowledge, God
gave them over to a reprobate mind..."
It pulsed behind my eyes
reddened my ears
quickened my waking breath:
No more Veggie Tales,
PB&Js, or Goldfish.
No more Blessed Reassurances
or pillows cross-stitched
with John 3:16 to remind me
how much God loved me.
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I had graduated to the world of doctrine:
From picture books to the KJV,
Abraham the hero
to Abraham the liar,
milk to solid meat
I could not swallow.
And so I chewed—
well into the night
until my jaw was sore
and my pillow wet with tears.
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LIGHT + BEING
Jake Vriezelaar
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RIBBON
Nysha Chen

WEDNESDAY
Andrew Paul Davis

I get home and bum one of Will's cigarettes without asking. We share everything.
I reach for the tiny lighter, light up inside despite my own rules, and head back out into
the tundra.
For the first time all winter the freeze feels so goddamn good. Cool oxygen halts
my tears in their path—the crisp air brings articulation to my mind in a way my own
thoughts can't constrain on their own. Marlboro reds. The first inhale gets me. It's been
a while. By take three I'm a master again, and my lungs oblige the seven minute dance
between smoke and air. I walk a part of the neighborhood I've never bothered to walk
through. It's cold as hell. I catch a glimpse as to why some people cut themselves. The
stab of the air is my savior.
My descent into necessary compromise soon comes to a close. To my surprise,
Will's standing on my tiny porch. I ash what millimeters are left of the Marlboro on
the rail and stomp the filter on the ground. We head inside, he asks me about my
night. I sorta just pace around for while and resolve to need a minute before going into
anything. I head into my room and turn the lamp dial—click, click. I take my coat olf.
Still cold. I wrap a blanket around myself and head into the kitchen. I get a lukewarm
glass of water and chug down half of it.
"So... it went pretty bad." I shoot out out one of those half laughs out my
nostrils. "Umm... So yeah, I picked her up. We just sorta drove around for like, fortyfive minutes, and talked." Will nods. I continue, "She's pretty confident there's nothing
there on her end, or'll ever be... So... Toward the end of the conversation we were both
pretty emotional and she just kept saying 'I don't know. I don't know. I don't know what
to say,' and kinda left things up to me in terms of what the future looks like. Soooooo..."
I shrug, and don't feel like saying that much more, so I head to my computer, and Will
gets back to his.
A minute later he speaks up, "I think Sarah might swing by Saturday, that okay?"
"Sure," I say.
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"We'll probably just watch a movie or something."
"Cool, I'll probably be out anyway."
I'm finally feeling pretty calm. I go on Facebook but only have one notification
and it's an invite for some event from a friend in my hometown and I don't know why
he invited me, so then I go on Twitter to catch up on the past two hours but most of
it's about Trump so I get out my phone and check Instagram and I see people posting
pictures of themselves smiling during the day even though it's midnight now—then I
pull up Snapchat and start going through people's stories but one of my exes who I readded because we're back on good terms posted a story of herself screaming with her
friends and now I'm doing bad again.
My mom tries to call me, I don't answer. She sends a follow-up text, "Call me",
with a smiley emoji attached. My mom discovered emojis six months ago which is funny
but also kinda weird—God smite the day my Dad starts sending fucking emojis. My
parents often follow up missed calls with "Call me" texts. That phrase feels serious, but
never is. I usually pick up, but sometimes... bad timing.
I put my computer to sleep and head into my room. I set my phone alarm for
the next morning hoping to not check it again that night. Then I sit down to meditate,
a nightly routine I picked up after discontinuing various substance use circa November.
I give myself some free time to think about Hannah, then I begin the attempt to forget
all about it. Breathe in the room, breathe her out. I imagine the outline of my body
occupying this space. I imagine all the other living things in the house. I imagine Will
sitting on the couch. I can feel my blessed dog's body resting on the carpet in the living
room. There is no moment but this. No one else, nothing else. I tell myself a lie every
time I meditate: "I have no attachment to the past. I have no fear of the future. I have no
attachment to the past. I have no fear of the future. I have no attachment to the past. I
have no fear of the future. " I repeat this until it feels true, and then pursue nothingness,
thoughtlessness, white. Pure blankness. Minutes pass. I feel done.
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I climb into bed, believing emotional exhaustion will produce sedation. I catch a
whiff of Hannah in my bed, then just like that, gone. I search the covers with my face but
can't find her. She was here last weekend, and only then. I remember when she sneezed,
or when I could hear my laundry running, but all I listened to that morning were her
wholesome hands, tenderly scraping against my skin like butter on bread. I hope to be as
soft as her someday, lam becomes 5am. Again and again.
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COUPLE IN SEDONA
Andrew Paul Davis
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BETWEEN
Mary Anleitner

the space between a pair of
version of the story, it will
intimate or how far, cold,
leaking of vehement attraction
the tension of breathing flesh,
promote or demote love but they
moments between touches can

bodies
tell
stories
that
words
can't

is the most authentic
us by distance how
brought out of souls, a
lures one to the other—
can build or tear,
expose desire the way
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APART
Tim Hudson

EXCERPT FROM "THE STORM"
Camy Hanna
TEN.
It all seems so strange, driving down flood stained streets, passing by hills of collected
debris and fallen telephone poles. This setting is supposed to be familiar to me. I knew
these places, but it appeared these places no longer knew me. My family and I pull up
to our dilapidated cottage home. I'm in absolute awe of the sight before me. The roof
is partially caved in, pieces of the porch railing are missing, and the fresh coat of paint
that once covered the outer walls is completely chipped away. The little green castle I
once thought to be absolutely invincible is now in shambles. All around are the broken
remains of the beautiful mango trees that grew in our yard. I can still smell the fruit in
the air, but I see no sign of the beauty it once beheld.
Hand in hand my family and I begin walking through the door, hopeful of salvaging
something from the rubble. However, as we stroll through in the vortex of drenched
carpets, cracked chairs, shattered glass and brown splotched walls, we all know there
is nothing of our lives left. I make my way towards the kitchen and stand in the center
of it closing my eyes, praying, hoping that this is some sort of dream. I'm trying to
picture our home as it was - filled with the laughter of my father, the smell of good food
cooking on the stove, the sound of child's play, the warm couch right by the window
where my sister cuddles with her favorite books, cream walls decorated with family
portraits and the feeling of cool smooth tile beneath my tiny feet.
However, when I open my eyes, I wake to my reality. I wake to my worst nightmare.
"Time to go, Camy!" Mommy shouts from outside.
I run to her side and look up to her face. Her cheeks are stained with tears, but she
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pretends nothing is wrong. I look at Daddy's face. There is that familiar vein — the one
that forms in the middle of his forehead and only comes when the bills do. His features
are aged with worry. His eyes are downcast and his mouth is upturned, presenting
wrinkles on his face that I usually saw when he laughed ferociously. He is staring at the
house long and hard. It feels like hours have passed. Suddenly, breaking his stare and
glancing down at the bin of old VHS s, he picks them up and turns to put them in the
car. Naturally, I follow him. I know he's sad and I want to hold his hand, but I know it
won't help.
After a series of shuffling and slamming doors, we proceed to drive down the familiarly
unfamiliar street. I must have lost track of time, because I see my brother and sister have
fallen asleep beside me, so I pretended I am too. But, when I peek through the blur of
my eyelashes I can see Daddy's face through the rearview mirror. His eyes start filling
to the rim until he could contain his tears no longer. I can't breathe. He wipes his face
quickly with one hand, his other hand squeezes Mommy's hand. He's crying. He's crying!
A taste of metal flows over my tongue and it becomes hard to swallow. I can't breathe.
I can't. Suddenly, it hits me. This is real life. Our real life. And in our very real, real life
we are homeless. This hurricane, this monster, took everything from us. It didn't just
destroy our home. It destroyed our lives. I am in shock and I am terrified. I am ten years
old.
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PUZZLE PIECE
Michael Snyder

PALESTINIAN HARPIST
Abigail Roberts

DREAMING
Michael Snyder

THE IMPRESSION
Hannah Stumpf: 3rd Place Prose

She was there, of course. Every morning she was. Her long, purple nails tapped
thoughtfully on the corner of her newspaper.
What was she reading?
Maybe I could ask her.
Fool. You know I can't do that. I — I can't.

And so the narrative went. Every day he watched her from behind the counter of the
corner coffee shop. He wiped down glasses and she wiped the corner of her mouth
with a paper napkin. He was captivated by the berry stain her lipstick left. Sometimes
he would be too busy to actually see her, but as he collected dirty mugs he would find
evidence of her presence. A newspaper, it's crossword half filled with blue ink. From
this he could deduce that she hated sudoku. It was always blank. Maybe the wrapping
of a muffin. And, as always, the rim of her mug would have the print of her lipstick. He
secretly thought of them as kisses. Kisses left for him. But of course that was ridiculous.
I'm being ridiculous.

"So, Why don't you talk to her?"
Startled, he almost broke the mug he was washing. Ernie had said that. Of course. If his
manager had noticed something, then maybe she had too — noticed the creep in the
apron that had a staring problem.
"I don't know what you're talking about"
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He scrubbed the dish harder. Maybe if he tried, he could scrub his embarrassment away
with Ernie right along with it.
"Don't give me that. You look at that lady every, single, day, man. We're not getting any
younger. She's always here at the same time. Tomorrow is your day," Ernie said as he
crossed his arms and leaned against the kitchen wall.
"Since she's here every day, I could just ask her when I'm good and ready —"
"Ah, so you do know who I'm talking about." He whipped his head back in enough time
to see Ernie wink as the kitchen door swung slowly back and forth. Coffeehouse chatter
drifted in with each flap of the door, along with the scent of roasting beans.
Tomorrow.
"It is not my day," he told Ernie at 1 lam the next day. At least, to the rest of the world
that's what the clock said. The face ticked blankly at him. He nervously stared back.
"Just —"
There was a brief scuffle as Ernie grabbed him by the shirtsleeve and wheeled him
around to face out through the small kitchen door window. He stamped on Ernie's foot,
but Ernie was stronger, bigger. They quieted when the chime of the front door's bell
sounded her arrival. Her faux cheetah jacket hung to her knees. As she neared, Ernie
took up the fight with more zest.Today she was wearing a black hat and gloves; it was
November, after all. He struggled against his manager's urging hands at his back. Ernie's
sweating palms left a greasy shadow on his white button down shirt. Still struggling,
he looked through the kitchen window to see her smiling her berry smile. She told the
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barista at the counter what she wanted.
"Look, man. Go out there and just say hello, for Christ's sake! She's a dime! You like
her, she likes you! After that, just ask her on a friggin' date. You're not arranging your
marriage over the breadsticks!"
"What if she doesn't like breadsticks?"
"Then ask her out for coffee! You know she likes coffee!"
"No - !"
He had tried to pull away again, but it was no good. He was sweating already. The
cheetah coat tucked her paper under her arm, hoisted her handbag over her shoulder,
and picked up the muffin plate and coffee cup offered to her by the barista. The scuffle,
increasing in intensity all the while, finally reached a breaking point. An elbow or knee
knocked loud enough to cause several people to look up through the kitchen window.
The barista's eyes widened warningly. Immediately, they strained themselves. Turning to
Ernie, he said,
"Era, I'm serious. A girl like that just isn't for a guy like me. Please, just drop it."
"How do you know? You won't even say hello!"
"I've been out of the game too long," he said quietly.
No time like the present." Ernie smirked and shuffled off to do some other task. Once
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gone, he peaked out the kitchen window again, furtively. She was there in her usual spot,
her face hidden by the ads. Sighing, he shuffled off to clear more plates.
Between the grinding of the roaster and the grinding sense of pressure, he tried to lay
low. When she came, he found some other task that led him far from her plush chair. He
volunteered to take out the trash and to wash dishes. Anything, anything, but watching
his chances tick away.
Maybe tomorrow.
He bagged some garbage.
Maybe tomorrow.
Three dozen muffins were perfectly glazed.
Maybe tomorrow.
The sink filled with scalding water and the scent of industrial dish washing liquid. As he
reached for his next glass, he saw a mauve smear on the rim. It was quickly plunged into
the suds.
A week later he was so busy avoiding her that he didn't realize she wasn't there. Ernie
kept giving him worried glances out of the corner of his eye. Well, that's that. At least
he will get off my back now. But he still found his eyes wandering to that chair. Maybe
tomorrow.
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Tomorrow slipped by, and another two days with it. And still she didn't come.
It was after closing time. He had volunteered to do the last of the dishes again.
Exhausted, with aching feet, he slowly filled the strainer.
"Hey, mate? I — I gotta say something." Ernie appeared in the doorway. He had never
seen Ernie so anxious before. His eyes searched his managers freckled face, acne scars
still visible. Silently, he held out a newspaper.
She was there. Smiling from the black and white of the newsprint. But that was wrong.
All of her was a grainy grey, but still, it was her. It was wrong that the paper said she
went to be with the Lord, aged 72 and she was survived by four children. His eyes
blurred.
"I feel horrible. I'm so sorry, man. I — you can have the day off tomorrow, of course..."
But he didn't hear much of what Ernie was saying. She was coming back the next day, 11
o'clock. Tomorrow. Tomorrow. Tomorrow.
He felt himself denying Ernie's offer to close up. Yes, it was better he was alone now. He
didn't notice Ernie quietly slink off home. Slowly, he dipped his veiny hands into the
soapy water. Mechanically, he smeared the tears away as they slowly coursed into his
greying goatee. Again, he reached into the water and washed the last plate.
Reaching over, not seeing, he chose the next dish at random. A small flash of color
caught his eye. Looking over, he noticed that there, pushed up all the way behind the
other dishes, was one mug. Two lips had printed a kiss on it in lipstick; a kiss for him.
Slowly, like moving through cold water, he cradled the mug between two hands, and
bent his mouth to meet hers.

A VESSEL
Tim Hudson

FATHER'S FATHER
Josh Henreckson

Your age is showing
In centrally placed waste bins
Insulin-laden walker trays and
"Strange how everything has a remote now"
Said with your wry smile
Same as ever
But subdued
"Her bed is downstairs
And mine empty"
Father nods with hidden pity
Dredging memories of family vacations
And so matter-of-fact that
You ponder
Pulling out a pack of pictures
And pore over a laminated past
Sparking silence
—solemn, dire reverence
"It's like she's gone"
We nod
"But I don't want to go down"
Nods again and then
You begin to ask of school
And I supply a semester's worth of writer's craft
A smile and you seize a chance—
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A scuffed folder
A collection of your carefully scrawled elderly philosophy
Letters to the editor
Business cards with bible verses
No better legacy
"Bless your wife's life today"
Like a broken record
A five-decade creed, and
"I'll be dead before six"
No objections
Goodbyes instead
I've got college
To sharpen a mind like hers
Slowly sliding back to chaos
"She's in a misty place"
I slip outside and stride away
"But she still has Maine and roses."
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WOMAN ON PHONE
Andrew Paul Davis

ON THE WAY
Katie Klingstedt: ist Place Prose

Paulas eyes glazed over as she stared at the television set where Scarlett O'Hara
and Rhett Butler declared their love for each other for the third time this week. She
pulled down on her blue t-shirt to keep the collar from itching her neck. She wore black
velvet pants, a beaded bracelet, and her signature orthopedic shoes. While she had
thinned out over the past two years, her face maintained its round, soft shape, and she
wore just a hint of blush on her cheeks, a habit she never forgot. She had her hair done
yesterday, and the thin white locks lay perfectly smooth on her head for the time being,
hitting just below her ears, the shortest she had ever had it.
She looked down, a lock of white hair falling into her eyes, and opened the
pudding cup that was set on her tray. As she peeled back the foil lid a drop of vanilla
pudding splashed from the cup and landed on the thigh of her pants. Sighing, she
straightened her back and inspected the spot. She scooped up the drop with her thumb
and licked her finger. She rubbed and rubbed the spot, turning the spill into a silver
dollar-sized crust on her pants. Her favorite scene of the movie was coming up, but she
forgot as she rubbed more frantically, unsuccessful in getting out the pudding. At last
she looked up, light-headed, and scanned the room for a napkin and some water.
Her eyes flitted around the room. She noticed Mel had dozed off, his head lulling
to the right with a hint of drool forming in the corner of his mouth. Georgia sat with
an alarming focus towards the TV, but the noise of her grinding her teeth made it near
impossible for those parked around her to hear. The more Paula looked, the further her
mind drifted away from the spot on her pants.
Her mind drifted towards her daughter, Paulina, who she noticed, with alarm,
was nowhere to be seen. Paulas mind began to race.
Where was she? It was getting late. She should definitely have been home by now.
Was she hurt?
She set her pudding down.
Paulina will be so upset if she's just running late and we start eating without her.
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She sat and waited for what felt like forever, and then decided she had to go
looking for her. She reached down, locked the wheels of her wheelchair, and hoisted
herself out of the chair, putting all her wait on the arm rests. She wobbled for a few
seconds, her vision going a little blurry, but recovered quickly and set out to find
Paulina.
I'll have to get in the car and just drive until I see her. Where are my damn keys?
I must have let them in the garage.
When Paula reached the exit door, she slammed down on the handle only to find
that it was locked. Confused, she jiggled the handle furiously. The door was not budging.
She began to look around to see if the key to the back door was lying around anywhere,
and noticed, with surprise, that there was a sign on the door. A simple white sheet of
laminated paper, with black lettering, that read:
PAULA, GO BACK TO THE LIVING ROOM.
PAULINA IS ON HER WAY.
"On her way," she repeated to herself, first confused, then confident. "Of course."
She's just on her way, she'll be here any minute, of course. I'll go back to the
living room, keep dinner warm until she gets here. Maybe I'll whip up dessert, surprise
her.
Paula turned around and walked back to the living room, a huge smile spread
across her face. The smile of a proud mother, who couldn't wait to hear about her
daughter's day.
Down the street, Paulina put her blinker on and eased the car into the left turn
lane. Turning into her mother's nursing home, she saw that all her usual parking spots
were taken. She spotted one open around the back, and maneuvered the car into it.
She grabbed her wallet, Chap Stick and a water bottle, and quickly sifted through the
receipts, spare change, and Wendy's napkins in her console until she found her key card
at the bottom.
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She walked briskly through the lobby and general living room. As she
approached the security door separating her mothers group from the general residents,
she adeptly flashed her key card in front of the sensor, heard the familiar gun shot sound
of the door unlocking, and pushed her way in.
Before she reached the living room, she bumped into Charlotte, one of the day
nurses. Her uniform was wrinkled in a way that said she near the end of her shift.
"Hi Miss Paulina. How are ya?" Charlotte said warmly.
"Good Charlotte. Good to see you. How's Mom doing today?" Paulina studied
Charlottes face, looking for any trace of concern or worry.
"Oh todays a good day. Miss Paulas having a good day."
"Okay. Has she been eating?"
"Off and on. She'll be sure happy to see you." Charlotte looked to the floor, a little
embarrassed, and said gently, "She eats best when you're hear you know."
Paulina stiffened. "Thank you Charlotte."
She rounded the corner and saw her mother's slight frame, hunched over an
opened but not eaten pudding in her new wheel chair. She was thankful they decided
to get rid of the old one, as her mother had never been able to sit up just right and had
developed a small sore from the hard seat. She maneuvered her way through the maze
of wheelchairs facing the television, and squatted down next to her mother, touching her
elbow.
"Hi Mom. How are you?" Paulina looked into her mother's eyes eagerly.
"Paulina, there you are."
"Yes Mom, I'm here. How are you feeling?"
"I'm just fine."
"Good Mom. Did you eat dinner already?"
Paula sighed with exasperation. "Paulina I've been sitting at that goddamn table
all damn day."
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"Okay Mom. Why don't we go for a walk?" Paulina started to stand.
"No, no, no. My feet hurt."
She crouched back down. "Okay, let me at least move you to a new spot. That TV
is so loud I can't hear a damn thing."
"Excuse me, watch your language."
"Here Mom, I'll wheel you around for a bit."
"That's a nice show they have playing."
"Gone With the Wind. That's my favorite."
Paula looked up suddenly, into her daughter's awaiting eyes. "Paulina, I know
that of course."
Paulina unlocked the chair, pulled her mother out of range of the TV, careful not
to knock Mel, whose head was precariously perched on his hand. They walked down
along the hall, one side lined with movie posters from the 1950s, the other side a wall
of windows looking out into the courtyard. The pair travelled to the end of the hall,
past the entry door, Paula's eyes focused straight ahead the whole time, turned left, and
continued until they made a full circle and were back to the living room. Paulina parked
her mother out of range of the TV and Paula reached down and locked the wheels.
Paulina settled into her chair and checked her watch before looking at her
mother's face, which she found with eyes wide open, simultaneously anxious and happy.
"You look good Mom."
"Paulina, is that the same shirt you were wearing yesterday? I see that shirt a lot."
"No Mom, its new actually. "
"Of course, of course."
"I'm sorry it's been a while since I've been by," Paulina whispered, mostly to
herself.
She reached out and grabbed her mother's hand. She scooted her chair closer
until it hit the wheels of the wheelchair. Regardless, she scooted again, urging her chair
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forward, hoping to close the few inches that the chairs always kept between herself and
her mother. They were just out of comfortable reach.
"Mom what did you do today?"
"Oh a little this, a little that. Your aunt and uncle came by the house for a visit.
You should see James, he's growing like a weed."
"Is that right?"
Paulina squeezed her mother's hand and looked away. Her arm was tired from
reaching out so she moved her hand to her mothers knee instead. She was tired from
the past two years, so she didn't bother to correct her mother.
"Mom, Mona started 9th Grade on Monday."
"Is that right?"
"And she said to tell you how much she loves you."
"Your aunt and uncle came by to visit. James is getting so big."
Paulina struggled to keep her gaze fixed on her mother's face. "Yes ma'am, I
believe it."
"How is Mona?"
"She's good, just started 9th Grade."
Paula smirked. "Good, good. She's going to be something special isn't she. "
cc-\r
>
»
Yes maam.
Paulina looked in her mother's eyes and saw of flash of something familiar,
something maternal. A look a mom would give a child working to understand a math
problem, wishing she could just give him the answer but letting him figure it out on his
own. Their conversation went on along this rambling, repetitive path, until it was getting
close to when Paulina should pick up dinner, and when her mother should go to bed.
They went back to the living room, parked in front of a table, and Paulina tried to hug
her mother. The arms of the chair and her mother's newfound frailty got in their way.
She kissed her on the head instead.
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"I love you Mom. I'll be back next week."
Her mothers head drooped already, her eyes staring at an unknown spot in the
distance, but she said, loud enough to hear, "I love you too."
Paulina walked absentmindedly towards the exit, so preoccupied about what to
pick up for dinner that she forgot about the door until she was face to face with the sign.
PAULA, GO BACK TO THE LIVING ROOM.
PAULINA IS ON HER WAY.
Her heart dropped into her stomach. She hated that sign. More than the hospital
smell of the building, more than the cost of the new wheelchair, more than the way
the nurse did her mom's hair, she hated that sign. Looking at it she felt like she was
transported back two years ago, to the day they moved her mother in. The day they took
her away from her house, from her neighborhood, from everything she knew. The day
Paulina did what she had dreaded doing since they received the diagnosis. The day she
promised she would visit everyday.
The nurses originally put up the sign because they thought it would help her
mother calm down in anxious moments. They claimed that it worked, on occasion, but
Paulina couldn't help but wonder, at what cost? Was the lie the sign told worth it? She
had grown, over time, to be okay with not correcting her mother when she brought up
long gone relatives or friends. She had even grown to be okay with playing along, asking
about her mother's visits with dead aunts or describing Mona's day in preschool. But this
sign was too much.
How many times had it lied for her? Every time she wheeled her mother past the
door it seemed to mock her. How long will I have to lie for you next time? Where are
you coming from that you could be on your way for so long? Are you going to tell her
the truth this time?
She imagined if she flipped it over, etched in the back would be a count of every
time her mother believed the lie, every time that her mother walked away smiling and
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assured, while she herself was nowhere near on her way.
She reached up to tear it down, but her hand stopped over it instead. Her palm
pressed against the typed words: Paula, go back to the living room. She pressed her
forehead against the laminate, exhaled deeply, and saw her mother, standing at the door,
frantically working at the handle that would never open for her. Trying to get out, trying
to find her, trying to come for her. Worried. Stressed. Alone.
Paulina leaned back from the sign, smoothed the edges, scanned her key card
and walked out.
The next afternoon, Charlotte folded the last corner on Mel's bed and walked
into the living room. She felt a tickling in her neck and reached up to find her uniforms
collar had popped up. She flattened it, running her thumb all the way around to smooth
it out. She walked slowly into the living room. With thirty minutes left in her shift and
all her tasks done, she decided to join the residents at the table working on a farmhouse
jigsaw puzzle. She pulled out a chair to sit down, but noticed Paula, one of the younger
residents, start breathing heavily and fidgeting in her chair.
Charlotte knew the scene that was about to be performed, and knew it was best
to just let the actors play it out. Paula stood up quickly on cue, the blue dress she was
wearing hiked up on one side. Charlotte watched her walk, unevenly yet purposefully,
towards the exit, and she followed her at distant, just to ensure she made it to her mark
without a fall or other interruption. She watched with expectation as Paula reached the
door, looked down, and tried the handle. It didn't open, of course, and Charlotte perked
up as the intensity of the scene began to build. Paula's breathing became more frantic,
her shoulders moving up and down quickly. Then, in the final moments before the
finale, she raised her head to eye level, registered the sign in front of her face, and took a
quick step back. Five seconds passed. Ten seconds. Charlotte saw Paula's breathing slow,
her shoulders drop, her clenched fist unfurl. She turned calmly and Charlotte laughed
in place of applause when she saw the smile worn wide across her face. She walked up to
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Paula, and placed a guiding hand on her elbow.
"You okay Miss Paula?
"Did you know my daughter is coming to see me today?"
"I had heard that. Why don't we go work on that puzzle while we wait for her to
come."
"Okay, but she'll be here soon."
"Yes ma'am, I'm sure she's just on her way."
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THE ARTISTS

Gwen Agness
Gwen Agness has been writing since childhood and takes
every opportunity to hone her craft. A senior Creative Writing
major, she plans on attending Ball State University postgraduation for an M.A. in Creative Writing and living with her
husband-to-be, Ross DeLong, and her cat Booplesnoot.

Mary Anleitner
Mary Anleitner is a senior from the Metro-Detroit area.
She will graduate from Taylor in May, earning her BA in
English with a concentration in Creative Writing. She is
passionate about people, will gratefully welcome a thoughtful
conversation, and could easily spend hours looking at memes
and watching Saturday Night Live sketches.

Alison Broersma
Alison Broersma is a senior Exercise Science major with
a Photography minor, expecting to graduate May 2018.
Photography has always been her expression of what she sees
as she tries to capture fleeting moments of depth.
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Margie Crosby
Margie Crosby is a junior at Taylor University and studies
Graphic Art of Illustration. She is from Columbia, Missouri
and hopes to write and illustrate books to share the gospel
with children in secular settings. Margie runs Track and Cross
Country for Taylor, works as an art tutor for children, and
paints sets for Taylor University Theater Department.

Nysha Chen
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Nysha Chen is a senior comp sci student who alternates be
tween living with cactuses in Arizona, baking chocolate chip
banana bread, and taking long afternoon naps.
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Andrew Paul Davis
Andrew is a writer and filmmaker from Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. In May he'll graduate with a Film major and minors
in Theatre Arts & Creative Writing.

Sarah Davis
Sarah M. Davis is a sophomore English Literature major
who lives on 2SE. She hails from Wisconsin, and, yes, she
has milked a cow. Sarah is a fan of pine forests, Calvin and
Hobbes, and avocados. She can almost always be found
drinking tea.
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C o n n e r Flowe
Conner Flowe is a Junior at Taylor University, majoring in
both Biblical and English Literature. He is a proud resident
of Locust, North Carolina where his mother, father, brother,
and dog remain in his absence. His influences include Walt
Whitman, William Carlos Williams, and Kendrick Lamar —
among other things.

Hillary F o r e m a n
Hillary is an English major at Taylor University from
Anderson, IN. She is a barista and a runner. She hopes to one
day live in the forest, but until then she's content with her spot
at Panera.

Rachael Fuller
Rachael Fuller is a senior Biology Pre-Med major that, if given
the option, would have majored in everything from studio
art to philosophy. She has an enthusiasm and passion for
discovery and asking "why?" Rachael thrives within challenge.
This stems from her love for adventure, climbing mountains,
exploring new ideas and forever asking questions.

Kaitlyn Gillenwater
Kaitlyn Gillenwater is a freshman at Taylor from Upland,
Indiana. She's majoring in studio art with a concentration in
painting and three-dimensionals.
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Jaci Gorrell
As a junior Professional Writing Major, Jaci is grateful beyond
measure to be diving deeper into the rich beauty of the written
word. When not writing, you'll probably find her in a pile of
blankets with her nose buried in a book.

Camy Hanna
Camy Hanna is a senior English Education major at Taylor
University. Faith and family play a vital role in her writing,
which became her therapy. Writing allows her to face the past
to forge into the future. That, and it's much cheaper than a
shrink.

Josh Henreckson
Josh Henreckson is a junior Professional Writing major from
the suburbs of Chicago. He's loved words for as long as he
can remember and hopes to make a career out of them after
graduation.

Megan Herrema
Megan Herrema will graduate from Taylor University with
a degree in English/Systems in May of 2019. She grew up
the oldest of seven (wonderful) siblings in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, and loves all things in the arts or outdoors, from
theatre and ballet to camping and hiking.
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Kelly Hershberger
Kelley Hershberger is a Sophomore Studio Art major with
a minor in Art History. Kelley is specifically interested in
painting, printmaking, and photography. In her free time,
Kelley enjoys baking, cooking, and wood-working with her
dad. Kelley aspires to someday own her own art studio.

Caleb Hoelscher
Caleb Hoelscher is a Junior Literature major from Ohio.
Although he enjoys writing music on piano and long dinners
with close friends, he spends most of his waking hours
being embarrassingly inefficient at tasks large and small or
wandering campus in search of his laptop, which is (again
quite embarrassingly) on his fracking desk.

Tim Hudson
Tim Hudson is a freshman studying film and photography.
A firm believer in the power of visuals, he seeks to capture
instances of intricate interaction between light and the
physical world.

Katie Klingstedt
Katie Klingstedt, Junior, is an English Literature and
International Studies Major. She is from Carrollton, Texas.
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Benjamin Krapohl
Benjamin Krapohl is a junior currently serving as a peace
child between the Professional Writing and Creative Writing
departments. He loves flora, friends, and skyscapes, and wants
to get at the guts of reality. His weakness is his tendency to
weep in reverent awe at the very concept of deer.

Maddy Lewis
Maddy Lewis is a Junior English major who enjoys skulking
in the shadows and exploring the often-overlooked, darker
aspects of life through her writing. In unrelated news, she
strongly dislikes garlic and sunlight, but that could mean
anything.

Molly McNamara
Molly is a recent graduate with an English degree and
concentration in Creative Writing. She's passionate about
poetry, the color pink, and the way pineapples look but she
hates the way they taste. She's glad you're reading this literary
journal because if you weren't she would probably end up
homeless.

Johnny Moscati III
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Natalie N o h r
Natalie Nohr is a journalism major and studied portraiture
and photojournalism in her first two years at Taylor. She
enjoys the work of Vivian Maier, as her photographs draw
attention to the unseen. Natalie hopes to tell her stories in the
same light—with authenticity, beauty and clear perspective—
whether in writing or photography.
Clarisa Paschall
Clarisa Paschall is an artist who depicts beauty and ugliness to
illuminate truth. For her, art is a medium of empathy, justice,
and advocacy. Her life in Africa and Eastern Europe amongst
immense poverty and pain has made her a voice for the
voiceless such as the Muslim women, the trafficked and the
refugee.

Abigail R o b e r t s
Raised in the Middle East, Abigail Y. Roberts is driven by
issues of social justice, politics, and faith. A photographer and
an advocate for those without a voice, she believes that the
only response to suffering is action.

Rinnah S h a w
Rinnah Shaw is a freshman studying creative writing and
illustration, and her dream is to become a graphic novelist
or an animator. Her passions include telling stories, learning
about other cultures, loving on her family, and food.
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Kendra Smalley
Kendra Smalley is a junior English major from northern
Illinois. She loves stargazing, Shakespeare, and chocolate, and
she does not believe tsundoku is a bad thing. She writes poems
(often about nature) and fiction (usually fantasy).

Michael Snyder
Michael Snyder is a senior International Studies student who
spent the latter half of his life growing up in Brazil. He is
passionate about the sport of rugby, and dreams of a relaxed
photography-focused trip through Central America.

Hannah Stumpf
Hannah Stumpf is a junior International Studies major with an
English minor. Her travels include most of the United States
and ten countries (thus far). Special thanks to Jaci Gorrell for
editing. Thanks and much love to Mom, Dad, and Sara.

Jake Vriezelaar
Jake Vriezelaar is an award-winning filmmaker from Toledo,
Ohio with a passion for telling stories. He has worked on
numerous projects ranging from television commercials to
narrative short films. Above all, Jake strives to make art that is
contemplative and authentic to the human experience.
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Jackson Wilcox
Jackson Wilcox is a recent graduate with a double major in
accounting and finance. They say "creative accountants go to
jail," but Jackson has avoided capture thus far! He considers it
a dream come true to be published in Parnassus and credits
his artistic success to his Mother and Third West Wengatz.

